
Specification sheet - KUBIK-45 Extrusion
ref. number B7697ANODA

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designed to shape cuboid structures into various lighting forms.

Patent Number: US D806,937 S

Can create illuminated skeletal forms
Appealing concealed extrusion connections
Modern cross-section design
Ability to create a line of light
Designed to reach an IP67 waterproof rating

FINISH :
Silver anodized
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- construction of skeletal forms for display lighting

Mounting

- with ZM connectors

Additional information

- space for LED strip: 0.39" / 10 mm
Designed to shape cuboid structures into various lighting forms. KUBIK 45 extrusion is shaped in a way that,
once a structure is built of its sections. e.g. a cuboid, the light of the extrusions can be directed inside it or
outside at  an angle of  45° to its  sides.  Such forms can be used for  the construction of  lamps used for
illumination in a standing, hanging, or wall arrangement. It is also possible to create lighting compositions made
of  a  number  of  cuboid  structures.  Can  also  be  used  for  exhibition  purposes,  e.g.  KUBIK  cuboid  fixtures  can
illuminate objects disposed in their space.
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Possibility of making a linear fixture with IP67 protection, which means the fixture is dustproof and waterproof.
Achieving IP67 is possible with the following covers: LIGER-22, MUN-22 and HS-22.

Turn off LED lights during peak day light hours in outdoor applications to avoid excessive heat buildup which will
result in diminished LED life.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

Ref. nr. surface finish available lengths

B7697ANODA_1 Silver anodized 39.4"

B7697ANODA_2 Silver anodized 78.75"

TECHNICAL DRAWING

RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

BLACK

LIGER Cover
black
Ref: 17040

CLEAR COVERS

https://klusdesign.com/product/1156
https://klusdesign.com/product/1156
https://klusdesign.com/product/1156
https://klusdesign.com/product/1156
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HS Cover clear
Ref: 1370

KA Cover clear
Ref: 17036

FROSTED COVERS

KA Cover frosted
Ref: 17035

HS Cover frosted
Ref: 1369

LIGER Cover
frosted
Ref: 17037 (Old
ref. 17031)

PDS-LUK Cover
Ref: 17076

ACCESSORIES

COMPONENTS FOR CONNECTING FIXTURES

ZM-NA-180
Connector
Ref: 42724

ZM-NA-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42726

ZM-NA-90
Connector
Ref: 42723

ZM-NA-120
Connector
Ref: 42729

ZM-NA-135
Connector
Ref: 42725

ZM-NA-45
Connector
Ref: 42339

ZM-NA-PION-120
Connector
Ref: 42321

ZM-NA-PION-60
Connector
Ref: 42317

ZM-NA-PION-45
Connector
Ref: 42315
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